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Better management of existing business helps life insurers to 
enhance customer experience and improve profitability, Swiss Re 
sigma says 

 Life insurers are increasingly focused on existing business as 
a means to improve customer experience 

 Different levers to manage existing books of business can be 
used to improve the value proposition of life insurance 

 Providers have increased their emphasis on customer 
engagement and tailored add-on services such as prevention, 
disease management, and rehabilitation 

 Effective management of in-force business can improve life 
insurers' profitability 

 Reducing the cost of providing insurance ultimately benefits 
customers through lower premium rates 

Zurich, 13 December 2017 – Many life insurers are focused on 
enhancing the value of existing business1 by delivering sustainable 
value for consumers in order to grow long-term profitability, Swiss Re 
Institute's latest sigma report shows. Some insurers are working to 
cultivate stronger relationships with existing policyholders by steering 
consumers toward products that better serve their needs, and also by 
improving the claims management processes. At the same time, 
insurers are becoming more effective in managing existing portfolios, 
for instance by using data analytics to improve customer retention 
rates and reduce operating costs, thereby improving their own 
profitability. Such actions also ultimately help facilitate lower premiums 
for consumers. 

Traditionally, life insurers have focused on growing new business, but many 
are currently paying increased attention to enhancing the value of existing 
portfolios. To do so, they are applying different levers for a more effective 
management of in-force books (ie, existing business) with the aim of 
increasing customer satisfaction. For example, insurers use new technologies 
to detect issues and trends early on. "New technologies such as wearables 
can be used to strengthen customer engagement and incentivise 
policyholders to help monitor and ultimately manage their own health status," 
says Kurt Karl, Swiss Re Chief Economist. 
 

                                                      

1 In this news release and in the sigma report "existing business" is used to also describe in-force portfolios. 
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Guiding customers to higher value-added services 
Health case management programmes can teach claimants how to best self-
manage their health and coordinate their treatment and home nursing to 
avoid expensive hospital stays. "With these programmes, insurers can offer 
policyholders with and without existing health issues tailored services that 
assist them to live healthier and longer lives," Karl continues. Disease 
management programmes can help policyholders to get back to work sooner 
after having suffered an illness or condition. This benefits patients, employers 
and insurers alike: 

 Work instils a sense of purpose and provides income to the 
claimant.  

 Employers are able to improve worker productivity, reduce their 
management costs and lower the costs of temporary staff.  

 Insurers can reduce payments on daily allowances and permanent 
disability pensions.  

Consumer satisfaction is an important differentiator for insurers in competitive 
markets. For example, insurers can enhance customer experience by 
improving their claims management processes. An insurer known to have an 
efficient, consumer-friendly claims department is best-placed to retain and 
win new business. This is especially true in health insurance, where claims 
tend to be made more frequently. The claims process starts when a policy is 
first sold. Insurers should therefore explain to customers, in simple language, 
what their policy covers and what it does not. They should also provide 
customers with clear guidance on how to file a claim, and offer easy access to 
claims managers when a claim is made, the sigma says. 

It's about profitability too 
In addition to providing more benefit to consumers, the increased focus on 
managing their in-force business can help insurers sustain long-term 
profitability. Retaining customers is an important component in this regard, 
not least because keeping existing policyholders is less expensive than 
winning new business. Data analytics can be used to improve customer 
retention rates in several ways. Statistical models can be applied to 
investigate which clients may lapse their policies and why, using data 
systematically collected from different sources beyond traditional 
policyholder information. Based on the findings, predictive models can then 
provide forecasts of consumer propensity to lapse in response to changes in 
different variables, such as additional services. The resulting insights can 
inform insurers' resource allocation decisions with respect to client retention 
initiatives. 

A main concern for insurers currently is the long-running low interest rate 
environment. Investment income is a very important earnings stream, 
particularly for life insurers, and with interest rates expected to remain low, 
overall profitability in the life sector will likely remain under pressure. As a 
result, as part of a broader in-force management strategy for improved 
profitability, some life insurers have realigned their asset allocation to invest a 
modest amount more in higher-yielding assets. 
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Capital optimisation is also integral to improving the profitability of in-force 
business. Reinsurance and capital market solutions provide effective tools to 
manage capital. One way to provide capital relief is to reduce mortality, 
morbidity and longevity risk exposures by transferring risks to reinsurers or 
capital markets. Reinsurance and capital market solutions can also be used to 
free up trapped capital through solutions which allow insurers to reduce their 
capital reserves or bring forward the value of future profits.  A final lever to 
improve profitability of in-force books is to reduce operational costs. 
Operational inefficiencies are often driven by legacy IT systems, overly-
complex business plans and inefficient operating models. All such actions can 
help reduce the cost of providing insurance, and that ultimately benefits 
consumers via lower premiums. 
 

 
 
The levers described in this sigma on administrating in-force business are not 
exhaustive. However, those reviewed are all interconnected as part of an 
effective in-force management strategy. A holistic approach which 
simultaneously orchestrates multiple activities across the whole of an 
organisation is needed to be able to deliver sustainable value for consumers 
and ultimately grow long-term profitability. 
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Notes to editors 

Swiss Re 
The Swiss Re Group is a leading wholesale provider of reinsurance, insurance and other 
insurance-based forms of risk transfer. Dealing direct and working through brokers, its global 
client base consists of insurance companies, mid-to-large-sized corporations and public sector 
clients. From standard products to tailor-made coverage across all lines of business, Swiss Re 
deploys its capital strength, expertise and innovation power to enable the risk-taking upon 
which enterprise and progress in society depend. Founded in Zurich, Switzerland, in 1863, 
Swiss Re serves clients through a network of around 80 offices globally and is rated "AA-" by 
Standard & Poor's, "Aa3" by Moody's and "A+" by A.M. Best. Registered shares in the Swiss Re 
Group holding company, Swiss Re Ltd, are listed in accordance with the International Reporting 
Standard on the SIX Swiss Exchange and trade under the symbol SREN. For more information 
about Swiss Re Group, please visit: www.swissre.com or follow us on Twitter @SwissRe. 
 
Accessing data by sigma: 
The data from the study can be accessed and visualised at www.sigma-explorer.com. This 
mobile enable web-application allows users to create charts, share them via social media and 
export them as standard graphic files. 
 
How to order this sigma study: 
The English, German, French, and Spanish versions of the sigma No 6/2017, "Life in-force 
management: improving customer experience and long-term profitability" are available 
electronically on Swiss Re Institute's website: institute.swissre.com 
 
Printed editions of sigma No 6/2017 in English, German, French and Spanish are available. The 
printed versions in Chinese and Japanese will be available in the near future. Please send your 
orders, complete with your full postal address, institute@swissre.com 
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